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(I thought to get' started you sight tell ui something about the backgroundof

the Wichita*, waste they cave from, hew they were divided into bands, etc.)

Ion aean the .whole Wichita and the affilitaed bands? Well, I think the Wichita
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, and affiliated bands did live around Waco, Texas, aany years ago. Becamse I
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hare known people, older people, that were born there and raised there for so

long, and they cane to this part of what is now Oklahoma. Bat they lived as
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Wichitas, Wacoes, Tawakonies, and I vant to say theKichais, but somewhere down

the history/ of our people K$j}iai8, migrated womewhere and we all together, we

•ewUinjllni Xichais have a different dialect. Altogether from the Wichitas

, Wichitas, Towakonies, and Wacoes well spoke the same language, I would
say. Perhaps "might be some words just spoken differently, but generally speak -

ing they spoke the same language. But prior, we would sayto a definite history

of the Wichitas it goes, well I would sayfrom time imorial, we donH know, lut

we do know they resided in Texas, inthat part where the present city of Waco

is, In that vicinity. Anu I think too, also, they lived west of fort Worth,

\Texas where the* .near Weatherfoed, Texas. As we know, but as far as we can ..the

background we were told by our'older people that that's where they \Lived. I
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guess they went here and there- in that part of the country, had established *>
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permanent villages and wall in other words, they had things like they believed

in. They had villages they raised gardens and did other things which they /

believed was in their way of living. But we can't say just when or the year,

that they came to this part of Oklahoma, or this part of the country. But
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can't say just when or the year that they came to this part of thecountry, but>

we do know according to historythat Coronado when coming through here met

this Wichita..In this pert of Oklahoma now. And it's always been in that manner

that they had villages, like when Coronado found them here. They had raised/

feed sized gardens for food, and they were always trying to provide for them-

selves. Well, like they do now. that they learned to preserve what they raised.
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